Get Your UPT Class Patch Prints!
Squadron Graphics has been the Series of Pilot Training for nearly 30 years now providing memories for our pilot students in their lives of new and important events. We have been creating these unique and special designs for the first time – Class Patch Prints. These are done in conjunction with each Class as a Class Project. We will produce different signed and numbered limited edition prints – for each of the three aircraft classes in training – the T-6A “Texan,” the T-34C “Talon” and the T-45A “Goshawk.”

**For Example:**
- 1109 MQ-1C “Gray Eagle” 116th MI BDE, 224th MI BN (AE) Wright Army Airfield, GA
- 1111 F-35 “Lightning II” USAF Weapons School, 6th Weapons Sq Nellis, AFB, NV
- 1113 B1-B “Lancer” 28th Bomb Wing 34th Bomb Squadron

**17” x 12” Full-Color Editions**
- Unframed: $26.00*
- Framed/Double Matted: $74.95 to 89.95* (LE: Limited Edition)

Want to add your print to the best Aviation Series in the World? Go to our website and download the image that you'd like. 

**Visit our website:**
[www.squadrongraphics.com](http://www.squadrongraphics.com)
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**Project:**
We will produce different signed and numbered limited edition prints – for each of the three aircraft classes in training – the T-6A “Texan,” the T-34C “Talon,” and the T-45A “Goshawk.”

**Class Patch Prints**
- For each of the three classes, we will produce several signed and numbered limited edition prints – for each of the three aircraft classes in training – the T-6A “Texan,” the T-34C “Talon,” and the T-45A “Goshawk.”

**Class Patch Prints**
- Each Class Patch Print is a limited edition print that is signed and numbered by the artist, and your cell, and work and home phone numbers. This will allow us to get in contact quickly when we know something new and important is happening. The Project Office will be in charge of producing the limited edition prints in conjunction with the Class Patch Prints.
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